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conventional units 

VENO Integration System

VENO Standard

Integrated systems: DSC, KaDe, Kantech, NMS, Polon, VENO devices 

Number of supported elements: 200

Number of supported client stations: 4

Number of supported panels: unlimited

Number of alarm scenarios: unlimited

676,64

VENO Standard PLUS

License to integrate other systems, such as: Satel, Texecom, Siemens, 

MOXA, Hartman.

Each integration requires the purchase of separated license.
169,59

Veno Business

Integrated systems: DSC, KaDe, Kantech, NMS, Polon, VENO devices 

Number of supported elements: 500

Number of supported client stations: 4

Number of supported panels: unlimited

Number of alarm scenarios: unlimited

1186,27

VENO SOFTWARE

The VENO software integrates electronic security systems: intruder alarm, fire alarm, access 

control and CCTV. The software is scalable and recommended for all types of buildings – 

residential, commercial, public utility buildings and large industrial complexes. The panels are 

based on PNG foundation, thus the graphic user’s interface is fully configurable and allows 

working in multi-screen mode. VENO enables the visualization of all subsystems on multilevel 

panels and configuration of their particular elements from the graphic operator’s panels 

(arm/disarm partition, open/close door, PTZ control). The VENO platform allows information 

exchange between integrated systems and enables creating advanced alarm scenarios, such 

as action-reaction. This way events in one system may cause predefined reaction in the other 

system. All events are saved as logs, and the operator can easily search events, using the 

filtering option. VENO allows the advanced management of users’ privileges to software 

options and integrated systems. The program can be operated in Polish, English and Russian. 

The set includes: server and client software, licence, USB dongle.



Veno Business PLUS

License to integrate other systems, such as: Satel, Texecom, Siemens, 

MOXA, Hartman.

Each integration requires the purchase of separated license.
340,04

VENO Professional

Integrated systems: DSC, KaDe, Kantech, NMS, Polon, VENO devices 

Number of supported elements: 1000

Number of supported client stations: 4

Number of supported panels: unlimited

Number of alarm scenarios: unlimited

2036,79

VENO Professional PLUS

License to integrate other systems, such as: Satel, Texecom, Siemens, 

MOXA, Hartman.

Each integration requires the purchase of separated license.
451,09

VENO Enterprise

Integrated systems: DSC, KaDe, Kantech, NMS, Polon, VENO devices 

Number of supported elements: 2000

Number of supported client stations: 4

Number of supported panels: unlimited

Number of alarm scenarios: unlimited

2943,28

VENO Enterprise PLUS

License to integrate other systems, such as: Satel, Texecom, Siemens, 

MOXA, Hartman.

Each integration requires the purchase of separated license.
677,50

VENO Infinity

Integrated systems: DSC, KaDe, Kantech, NMS, Polon, VENO devices 

Number of supported elements: unlimited

Number of supported client stations: 4

Number of supported panels: unlimited

Number of alarm scenarios: unlimited

3622,50

VENO Infinity PLUS

License to integrate other systems, such as: Satel, Texecom, Siemens, 

MOXA, Hartman.

Each integration requires the purchase of separated license.
1131,17



NMS ANPR 2.0/1CH

NMS ANPR 2.0 is a software for license plate recognition that saves the 

license plates into the database. The application has a built-in modules: the 

license plate recognition, the residence time in the zone and the parking zone. 

NMS ANPR 2.0 may be used in static surveillance systems: in car parks, in 

garages, etc. It allows the user to create emergency responses on the basis of 

recognized license plates. The software has the function of remote database 

synchronization with other instances of the program. Number of supported 

video channels: one. The possibility of integration with NMS software 

(including e.g. live display, search, scenarios of events)

1075,21

NMS ANPR 2.0/2CH

NMS ANPR 2.0 is a software for license plate recognition that saves the 

license plates into the database. The application has a built-in modules: the 

license plate recognition, the residence time in the zone and the parking zone. 

NMS ANPR 2.0 may be used in static surveillance systems: in car parks, in 

garages, etc. It allows the user to create emergency responses on the basis of 

recognized license plates. The software has the function of remote database 

synchronization with other instances of the program. Number of supported 

video channels: two. The possibility of integration with NMS software 

(including e.g. live display, search, scenarios of events)

1875,81

NMS ANPR 2.0/4CH

NMS ANPR 2.0 is a software for license plate recognition that saves the 

license plates into the database. The application has a built-in modules: the 

license plate recognition, the residence time in the zone and the parking zone. 

NMS ANPR 2.0 may be used in static surveillance systems: in car parks, in 

garages, etc. It allows the user to create emergency responses on the basis of 

recognized license plates. The software has the function of remote database 

synchronization with other instances of the program. Number of supported 

video channels: four. The possibility of integration with NMS software 

(including e.g. live display, search, scenarios of events)

3141,28

NMS ANPR 2.0/6CH

NMS ANPR 2.0 is a software for license plate recognition that saves the license 

plates into the database. The application has a built-in modules: the license 

plate recognition, the residence time in the zone and the parking zone. NMS 

ANPR 2.0 may be used in static surveillance systems: in car parks, in garages, 

etc. It allows the user to create emergency responses on the basis of 

recognized license plates. The software has the function of remote database 

synchronization with other instances of the program. Number of supported 

video channels: six. The possibility of integration with NMS software (including 

e.g. live display, search, scenarios of events)

4389,53

ANPR SOFTWARE



NMS ANPR 2.0/9CH

NMS ANPR 2.0 is a software for license plate recognition that saves the license 

plates into the database. The application has a built-in modules: the license 

plate recognition, the residence time in the zone and the parking zone. NMS 

ANPR 2.0 may be used in static surveillance systems: in car parks, in garages, 

etc. It allows the user to create emergency responses on the basis of 

recognized license plates. The software has the function of remote database 

synchronization with other instances of the program. Number of supported 

video channels: nine. The possibility of integration with NMS software (including 

e.g. live display, search, scenarios of events)

6111,25

NOVUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

NMS (NOVUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) - professional software 

for video monitoring based on TCP/IP CLIENT-SERVER 

networks, multi-screen operation, recording of up to 

64 video streams in HD resolution, flexible graphical 

user interface, no licence restrictions on the number of 

connected devices, settings wizard. NMS can be downloaded from NMS website 

or purchased via pendrive.

KaDe Premium Plus II

KaDe Premium Plus II system functionality:

Windows 7/8/10

1 station for the operator

Controllers: KDH-KS2012-IP, KDH-KS2024-IP, KDH-KS2012-RS, KS-1012 RS, 

KS-1012 IP, KS-1024 RS, KS-1024 IP, KDH-KZ2000U-IP, KDH-KZ2000M-IP, KZ-

1000-IP-U, KZ-1000-IP-M

Max 4096 doors

RS-485 or TCP/IP

Full state monitoring and visualization of the system elements on maps, RCP 

report generator

English version

ONVIF NMS SOFTWARE

NOVUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

KaDe SOFTWARE



ONVIF NMS 4 ONVIF 4-channel licence 544,06

ONVIF NMS 8 ONVIF 8-channel licence 1088,13

ONVIF NMS 16 ONVIF 16-channel licence 2175,39

VENO CLIENT 7-4U-II

Intel i7-4790, 4GB RAM, VGA (2 x HDMI, 4 x DVI, 2 x Display Port (up to 6 

monitors simultaneously)), Audio outputs (1 x line-in (jack 3,5 mm), 2 x HDMI, 

1 x optical S/PDIF), Windows 7 PRO 64bit, internal HDDs: 1 x 1TB HDD, 

Network Interface (1 x Ethernet - RJ-45 interface, 10/100/1000 Mbit/s), USB 

(4xUSB 3.0, 6 x USB 2.0), OSD (languages: Polish, English, Russian, others)

4131,27

VENO SERVER 7-4U-II

Intel i7-4790, 4GB RAM, VGA (1 x HDMI, 2 x DVI, 1 x Display Port (up to 3 

monitors simultaneously)**), Audio outputs (1 x line-in (jack 3,5mm), 2 x 

HDMI, 1 x optical S/PDIF), Windows 7 PRO 64bit, internal HDDs: 1 x 1TB HDD, 

Network Interface (1 x Ethernet - RJ-45 interface, 10/100/1000 Mbit/s), OSD 

(languages: Polish, English, Russian, others)

3735,27

VENO PLATFORMS

VENO ACCESSORIES



V-THSC/60 Wire for V-THS Sensor 2,58

V-TS Temperature Sensor 7,75

V-5SB Splitter Board 7,75

V-CS/15A Current Sensor 15A 8,61

V-THS Temperature and Humidity Sensor 16,36

V-16/4RB Relay Board 16A 45,63


